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Zen Master Dogen's "Hotsugammon" 1

Let this be our prayer: that together with all living
beings we will hear the True Dharma from this life through
all future lives. When we hear the True Dharma, let us
neither doubt nor disbelieve it. When we encounter the
True Dharma for certain, may we discard the laws of the
world and cherish the Buddha's Dharma. Eventually, may
we be able to accomplish the Way together with all the
sentient beings of the great earth. ·
Let this be our prayer: that even if our past evil
actions have piled up greatly, and there is karma which is
creating obstacles on the path, the Buddhas and the
Patriarchs who have gained enlightenment through the
Buddha's Way will have compassion on us, will release us
from past karma, and will eliminate the obstacles on the
path. May the Buddhas and Patriarchs extend to us their
compassion, in which their merit and practice will spread
and be fulfilled in the boundless worlds of the Law.
The Buddhas and the Patriarchs in the past were us, and we in
the future will be Buddhas and Patriarchs. When we truly revere
Buddhas and Patriarchs, it is one Buddha and Patriarch, and when
we perceive the thought of enlightenment, there must be one thought
of enlightenment. In their boundless compassion, we encounter and
fall into favorable circumstances.
Therefore, Ryuge 2 said, "If you have not completed your
awakening in a former life, you must awaken now. In this very life,
liberate your karmically conditioned body. The ancient Buddhas,
when not yet awakened, were the same as people today. If people of
today awaken, they are none other than the Buddhas of old . You must
calmly penetrate into this karmic relationship; this is the proper
actualization of Buddha ."
If you repent in this way, without fail there will be the invisible
assistance of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. With your mind's thought
1 A Hotsugammon is a vow or a petition. Dog en's Hotsugammon, comprised of
two sections from his Shobogenzo , is chanted regularly in Japanese Zen .
2 Chinese Zen master Lung-ya Chu-tun (835-923).
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and your body 's demeanor , you should reveal yourself to the Buddha .
The power of repentance will cause the roots of evil to disappear.
This is true pure practice , the true mind of faith , and the true body of
faith.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Harada Roshi's Commentary (Excerpts)

Unless one awakens to the Buddha 's Dharma , one cannot fully
actualize it . In order to awaken , one must first deeply understand the
preciousness of the Dharma, and at the same time , one must have
confidence in its reasonableness . By these means , one comes to
comprehend the necessity of awakening . The next step is to say, 'I
will begin practice '. Thus , practice becomes imperative through
appreciation of the Dharma . Anyone will come to a real understanding of the true value of the Buddha 's Dharma when at last he is able
to say , ' Of course! ' having experienced directly that there is
absolutely no way to pacify the mind other than realizing this
Dharma.
As is written in the Shushogi; "It is difficult to obtain a human
body; it is rare to encounter the Dharma ." It is more difficult to be
born as a human being than it is to pass a thread from heaven
through the eye of a needle at the bottom of the sea. The Buddhas
and Patriarchs taught us that even though we have received a human
body , to encounter the Great Law is more rare than the flower of the
udumbara , which blossoms only once in three thousand years . If you
reflect , ' During the one thousand lives and ten thousand long ages in
which I have been living again and dying again , it is in this my
present body that I have had the opportunity to encounter the
Dharma , have faith in it, and perhaps awaken to it ,' you will say,
' What a feeling! I want to experience thoroughly what an
incomparably joyous life this is! '
However , that wh ich we call this life , no one knows whether it
will end within this day , or whether it may continue for three years ,
thirty years , or fifty years . A poet wrote , " Ephemeral cherry
1A Soto manual based primarily on quotations from Dogen's Shobogenzo.
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blossoms who hope that there will be tomorrow ; will the wind not
blow in the dead of night? " The wind of impermanence will blow
from somewhere , and it may be the end of one ' s life. Thus , realizing
that it may have been after a thousand or a million years that we
have come to meet the Teaching, we have no other course but to have
faith in the Dharma, carry out the practice , and come to
enlightenment. This is the meaning of Ryuge's line, " If you have not
completed your awakening in a former life , you must awaken now ."
When we say you must fully actualize the Dharma and pacify the
mind, a feeling may arise as if one were touching fire . It means ,
Wake up!
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Toni Packer giving a Dharma Talk
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One day a man of the people said to Zen Master Ikkyu:
"Master, will you please write for me some maxims of the
highest wisdom?''
Ikkyu immediately took his brush and wrote the word
''ATTENTION.''
"Is that all?" asked the man . "Will you not add something
more?"
Ikkyu then wrote twice running: "Attention. Attention."
"Well," remarked the man rather irritably, "I really don't see
much depth or subtlety in what you have just written."
Then Ikkyu wrote the same word three times running :
''Attention. Attention. Attention.''
Half-angered the man demanded: ''What does that word
'Attention' mean anyway?"
And Ikkyu answered gently: "Attention means attention."
Just a few words about lkkyu Sojun and the times in which he
lived. He was born in 1394 and died in 1481 at the age of 87. He was
abbot of the large Rinzai monastery Daitoku-ji in Kyoto. As to the
times in which Ikkyu passed his life, they were filled with the horrors
of frequent riots and increasing feudal warfare. The Onin civil war
which reduced Kyoto and its palaces and temples to ashes ended only
four years before Ikkyu's death. On the other hand, it is stated that
Ikkyu also took part in many aesthetical activities which, during all
the turmoil of the century, reached their height under the Ashikaga
Shoguns who undertook lavish patronage of the arts. Ikkyu is credited
with having had an influence on many of the characteristic Japanese
arts which were developing during this time, including the
subsequent vernacular language Zen literature . Many of you have
read the poem which he wrote at the age of 87 as death approached:
Dimly for 30 years;
Faintly for 30 years-dimly and faintly for 60 years;
At my death I pass my feces and offer them to Brahma.
There is another of his poems appearing in The Wheel of Death :
Born like a dream
In this dream of a world ,
How easy in mind I am,
I who will fade away
like the morning dew.
5

One prays for the life of tomorrow ,
Ephemeral life though it be .
This is the habit of mind
That passed away yesterday .
The Buddha-nature
Means non-birth, non-extinction .
Then know that illusion
Is birth , death , rebirth .
We always take ourselves so very seriously-our problems , our
pains, our joys-thinking that we and they will last forever. But this
very I that reflects , and worries , and hopes , and dreams , is nothing
but a dream itself.
One prays for the life of tomorrow . .. We are always making
plans for what we are going to do next. And all the plans , all we can
possibly imagine under the sun is always old , always of the past ,
because it is put together by thoughts and ideas and dreams , and that
which sees is none other than the Buddha mind of non-birth and
non-extinction!
So much for lkkyu .
Now who is the man of the people who asks about the highest
maxims of wisdom? Not a monk , maybe not even a person practicing
zazen ; possibly not even a Buddhist . But somehow, Ikkyu must have
found him ready and deserving of tl-ie answer he gave. To be sure , an
inspiring statement about Ultimate Truth would have pleased the man
much more at that point ; he would have received what he desired.
But Zen masters never try to please or satisfy superficial needs ; they
intuit clearly what needs to be said and done at each moment
regardless of the anger or frustration or irritation they may cause a
non-understanding or mis-understanding student in the short run .
Whatever is said and done grows out of the master's compassionate
vow to help a person awaken to his True-nature which is beyond
frustration and anger . This is often a difficult and thankless job which
takes great inner strength and independence . When the student
opens his inner Eye of Wisdom he overflows with understanding and
gratitude for all his teacher has said and done .
Why did this man come before the master to ask his question?
Was it merely a superficial interest in Buddhist doctrine , a question
to satisfy an intellectual curiosity? It is possible . We ask so many
questions all the time , thinking that the words spoken by great
authorities can bring us a satisfactory answer . We use words to wrap
ourselves up as in a safe, warm blanket . But underneath we are still
shivering with cold. Thinking back on what was said about the
war-torn times in which Ikkyu and this man lived , it is very likely that
there was deep dissatisfaction , even outright despair with what he
saw happening all around him : the desolation and senselessness of
war , maybe the grief of losing a son in battle, the uncertainties of
life , its utter impermanence , the suffering , emptiness and loneliness
6
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of aging, the fear of death , and out of all this a deep yearning for
something of value , something permanent; a refuge, a haven , or at
least a few words to uplift the spirit . This man asks for something in
writing that he can look at , read , study, memorize, maybe show to
others, tell his wife and children . So he comes to this Zen master who
is supposed to be steeped in spiritual matters . He arrives full of
expectation, knowing already what would make a satisfactory reply .
And the master? He is sitting in his temple, calm , alert, and
totally unpreoccupied. He must have been doing some writing
recently, because the brush and paper are still within his reach .
There he is , on his mat, expecting nothing , fearing nothing , totally
aware of the man's every inner and outer move , his unfolding state of
mind .
"Master , will you please write for me some maxims of the
highest wisdom? "
The master takes up his brush and immediately writes
''ATTENTION .''
Now, of all the possible answers , just this one word! And such
an ordinary word at that! We have all heard it so much that we have
forgotten what it means . Or, maybe, we have heard it so often that
we assume we know what it means . The man thinks to himself: ''This
is ridiculous . Just one word , and not even a religious one at that. "
And to the master : "Is that all? Can 't you add something more? "
Questions like these two haunt our lives . "Is that all? Isn 't
there something more?" These questions are conceived in restlessness and dissatisfaction , and they only lead to more restlessness and
dissatisfaction because they always lead away from ourselves . We
must be on guard not to be led astray by such questions but work
hard to get hold of him or her who is restless and dissatisfied. Who is
it that is constantly asking for more? Who is it that is constantly
dissatisfied?
Totally absorbed in his own thoughts and the emotions aroused
by these thoughts , the man of the people is moving around in utter
darkness. The Master facing him is light and aware and dwelling
nowhere . ''ATTENTION . ATTENTION .''
One is reminded of the Buddha 's warning that we are sitting in
a house on fire , completely oblivious to the danger , playing with toys
which are our thoughts and emotions, fantasies , opinions , judgments
and evaluations. Instead of heeding the Buddha 's or the master's
warning, we either ignore it , or we get annoyed and critical, at times
even insulting .
"I don't really see much depth or subtlety in what you have
written .''
The man had already come to the master knowing what he
wanted to hear. This is how we listen to others most of the time : we
already know what we want to hear . If we hear that, we are happy
and we enthusiastically agree. If we hear something different we will
most likely disagree or even get upset or angry . Is that true listening?
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What is true listening? Can there be true listening as long as there
exists the slightest need to defend a position?
There can only be true listening if there is complete attention ,
and there can only be complete attention if there are no expectations
whatsoever in the mind . And that is by no means a simple matter. As
a matter of fact , it is about the hardest thing to do . Our whole mind
is nothing but outdated images about ourselves and everybody else,
and we react to these old images instead of the real person in front of
us . The person in front of us is never the same as he or she was the
moment before, let alone the last time we saw them. We are all
changing constantly! How fresh and ever new this life is when
freshness pervades all our relationships. Let us renew each other
rather than force one another into old molds by harboring old images
and ideas about each other in our minds . Can we drop all our ideas,
prejudices and simply give total attention to each other, without
comparing or judging or criticizing? Can we? Right now? Simply
listen attentively, without even checking upon ourselves , whether we
listen attentively? Ah , it ' s so difficult , so hard to do ... this mind is
so unruly . . . but knowing the difficulty , the unruliness , seeing it
clearly without any further comment, is already attention . There are
no obstructions unless we ourselves create them by getting involved
in our thoughts.
At one place Zen Master Bankei says the following :

..,
...

'' The Buddha-mind in each of you is immaculate . All
you've done is reflected in it , but if you bother about
one such reflection , you're certain to stray. Your
thoughts don't lie deep enough -they rise from the
shallows of your mind .
Remember that all you see and hear is reflected in the
Buddha-mind and influenced by what was previously
seen and heard. Needless to say, thoughts aren 't
entities . So if you permit them to rise, reflect
themselves, or cease altogether as they are prone to do ,
and if you don't worry about them, you ' ll never stray . In
this way let one hundred, nay, one thousand thoughts
arise , and it ' s as if not one has arisen. You will remain
undisturbed .''
Master Ikkyu is undisturbed in his mind , he expects nothing
and knows nothing about the man in front of him and that is why he
sustains complete , uninterrupted attention.
" ATTENTION . ATTENTION . ATTENTION."
Now anger wells up in the man . Maybe memory suggests to
him that he is being made a fool of, that he is not being treated
politely or fairly . We are passionately attached to the image of
ourselves that we carry wUh us like a noose around our neck. If
people treat us politely and respectfully, we feel loved and secure. If
they treat us otherwise, we easily become anxious , upset and angry.
8
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Zen Master Ikkyu
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From dark path to dark path we wander in darkness. How can we be
free . . . We do want out because deep inside we know that we are
caught in a trap and that there must be a way out.
" What does that word attention mean anyway? "
There is one thing for Zen students to keep in mind or bring
back to mind after we have forgotten :The meaning of words uttered by
Zen masters never lies in the words themselves . It is always the spirit
behind the words that ultimately answers all questions. If we can
break through to that spirit, then master and student are one. The
reason we train in Zen is to free ourselves from the shackles of words
and ideas and concepts and images which hide ourselves from
ourselves and others. This poor man of the people, like all people, is
entombed in thoughts about himself, his happiness and unhappiness,
his wishes , hopes and fears. And yet . . . his good karma has brought
him face to face with a deeply enlightened master who has thoroughly
seen through the darkness and isolation of ego.
"What does that word attention mean anyway? "
Ikkyu does not give any explanations because there is nothing
to explain . He doesn't write any more because there is nothing to
write about . There is nothing to be carried home , nothing to be held
up and framed . There is only that calm , imperturbable , yet instantly
responsive awareness of the master . ' ' Attention means attention. ''
This is the Mind of the Buddha . It is also the Mind of the man of the
people , and it is your mind, this very instant.
The anecdote does not mention in what state of mind the man
left Ikkyu 's temple . Maybe he began questioning deeply about this
attention that the master had repeatedly written down on sheets of
white paper. What is it? What can it be? Maybe many of you are
asking the same question right now . You really want to know because
you are longing to give this kind of attention and yet, somehow, you
are unable to do so . A person once asked : "I have been told to be
aware and attentive and one with everything I do . But , take the case
of driving down the street in my car-what am I supposed to be
attentive to? The feel of the steering wheel in my hands, the
oncoming cars , the sun glaring down from the sky, the children in the
back seat , the thoughts in my mind, or a pedestrian crossing in front
of me?" The answer is: " Everything!" and dwell on nothing. The
moment you are raising the thought in your mind " What should I pay
attention to? " you have already separated yourself from what is .
Remember that your mind is like a mirror that reflects everything that
apears in it instantly and impartially . It is only when the small mind
of ego takes over and says: " I like this and I hate that and I want this
but I don 't want that .. . " that the shadow of separation is cast over
what is originally one and inseparable. The moment we see through
this ego separation , there is complete awareness without the thought
'' I am aware .' ' However the moment ego takes over awareness is no
more . We either put blinders on or we take them off. Hui Neng , the
Sixth Patriarch , says someplace in the Platform Sutra : "One
10
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enlightened thought, and an ordinary man becomes a Buddha. One
deluded thought, and a Buddha becomes an ordinary man." Deluded
thought means falling under the spell of ego; enlightened thought
means seeing through its utter unreality. Unreality means simply that
ego is made up of thought and dream stuff which is of yesterday.
Practicing zazen regularly, and intensely and devotedly is the best
way to arouse the energy necessary to see through deluded thoughts
which cloud the brightness of our original Mind. Once this energy is
fully aroused, we can hear the noise of ego without ego; we can see
the actions of ego without ego, and we can perceive the thoughts of
ego without ego, in a state of utterly quiet, motionless attention.
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The following account comprises the middle section of a longer narrative of the
Buddha 's life derived from traditional sources and written by a Zen Center
member. The complete work is scheduled for publication by the Zen Center in
the near future.

He who had always dwelt in luxury , surrounded by adoringly
supportive companions, dining only upon the most delicate foods and
clothed only in the very finest robes and jewels , now perseveringly
trained himself to overcome his initial terrors of dwelling alone in the
L\nknown and ever-strangely rustling forest depths . He forced himself
to cast off his high-bred revulsion towards living on scraps obtained
by begging, and learned to live on whatever came to him in that
ancient way , no matter how unpalatable . And he robed himself in the
cheapest cloth, such as that which only the poorest men knew .
Then he sought out the most noted and developed Teachers of
his time . But as his thirst was hardly quenched by what they had to
offer , he soon left them , moving on alone to the more desperate path
of extreme asceticism , thinking that perhaps here lay his means of
triumphing over birth , old age , sickness and death .
For six years this delicate ex-prince practiced such tortuous
austerities that he was later able to frankly declare that no man ,
either before or after had ever outdone nor would ever be likely to
outdo him in that realm of practice . He had twisted his body into one
painful posture after another , forcing himself to maintain each
agonizing position for longer and longer periods ; he had stood
immobile on one leg under the fierce Indian sun between two hugely
roaring fires , until it seemed as if his very bones had baked to
powder and all his body fluids bubbled off as steam ; he had stood
exposed and immobile through the fierce monsoon rains, letting the
cold, down-pouring waters lash for days on end upon his already
exhausted frame.
As he later told Sariputra , one of his foremost disciples, as
regards just a few of his experiences during those early , painful
years- "I practiced holding in my breath until I suffered such pains
in my head and body that it felt as if I was being ripped apart by
sharp knives , or as if I'd been beaten and flung into a pit of red-hot
coals. I sat alone through many cold nights in the lonely, deserted
graveyards , until all my hair stood up on end, stiff with fright . I
reduced my daily intake of food until at last I was eating just one
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sesame seed a day. My body became terribly thin and lean - my legs
were like reeds , my hips like camels ' hoofs; my backbone , clearly
visible , stood out on my back like a rope ; my ribs showed like the
shattered rafters of a ruined house , and my eyes sank so far into my
head that , like water at the bottom of a very deep well , their sparkle
could only be seen with much difficulty . The skin of my head , too ,
grew all withered and shrunken and took on the appearance of a
gourd or pumpkin that has been cut open and left to dry in the sun ."
" And yet , Sariputra," he added , " in spite of all these pains and
difficulties I still could not reach that very profound knowledge which
I so earnestly sought to reach. "
Finally , exhausted and at last near the point of death , the living
skeleton once known to men as Prince Siddhartha collapsed to the
ground , more like a heap of tiles bound together with sinewy cords
than a living man. His great effort had failed , and for all his willful
suffering, he had not been able to achieve the Enlightenment for
which he so deeply yearned .
And just at that point, just when he had reached the inescapable
dead end limits of the ascetic 's path , and the terrible anguish of his
six years ' waste of precious time and strength was tearing at his
mind , there suddenly flashed into his consciousness the memory of a
certain festival day during his youth when he had been sitting quietly
under a rose-apple tree , watching his father and all the nobles and
poor men alike , plowing the earth together , silently aware of:
the earth breaking open in even , wave-like furrows and the
heat shimmering up off the freshly opened soil , shining on
the sweat-slick brows and straining bodies of men and
oxen alike ; of the sun continuously flashing off the gilded
traces and horns of the oxen ; of the senseless , plodding
rhythm of hooves and cowbells rolling in a solemn sea-like
way beneath the shriller shouts of the men and the
remorseless , whirring cries of the birds , as they dove to
peck at and devour the billowing hordes of insects, blind
glistening grubs , cut worms and broken bodies of mice ,
which men , oxen and plows left in their wake .
The terribly obvious laboring , devouring , suffering and dying
which went on interminably beneath all the gay surface tinselling of
his festival 'd days had broken in upon him then and weighed heavily
upon his mind . And seated alone under the sweet smelling rose -apple
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tree , reflecting deeply on the scene before him , he suddenly found
himself to be as vast and soaringly rooted as a mountain and he
entered a true samadhi condition .
Now at the brink of death and in deep despair this memory
returned to him , and energized by it once again , filled with the
excitement of his rediscovery-sure now that he had finally come
upon the way that he had been so arduously seeking those past six
years, the Way to Supreme Enlightenment-he decided to take
proper nourishment once again . And then, in beautiful response to
his deepest unvoiced needs, Sujata, a maiden from a neighboring
village , was beside him humbly offering a bowl of milk-rice to the
Bodhisattva in the earnestness of her Faith .
He accepted , and his five fellow-ascetic disciples , convinced
that he had abandoned his quest for Truth and had resumed the
worldly life , summarily left him.
Alone then , he ate attentively, in silence, letting his body
gradually regain something of its former ease and energy . When he
had finished , somehow he felt strong enough to stand , and leaning on
his staff he did rise , and then slowly , carefully , but with increasing
vigor and determination in every step , made his way to the shore of
the Nairanjana River which flowed nearby .
He bathed there , cleansing and refreshing his painfully strained
and exhausted body in the almost transparent waters , strangely aware
again of the quiet rustling of leaves and the lilting dance of water ,
rock and sand .
Then , on the shore once again, his energies renewed , his
whole being charged with a deep conviction and sureness , he cast the
empty offering bowl onto the rapidly flowing waters, calling out , " If
this is the day of my Supreme Enlightenment, may this bowl float
upstream!' '
And as soon as the bowl touched the swirling surface of the
river it forged upstream with all the swiftness of a stallion , until it
came to the whirlpool of Kala Nagaraja , the Black Snake King , where
it whirled down into the jewelled chambers of his underwater palace
and clinked against a whole long row of such identically-formed
bowls . And the Black Naga King slowly raised his ancient , hooded
head and cried , " Lo! Yesterday a Buddha arose and today there shall
be another Buddha. Svaha! Awake! Rejoice! " And then , swaying in
that jeweled and shimmering light, he began to chant his timeless
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songs of archaic joy in the assurance of the Bodhisattva's triumph and
victory .
And the Bodhisattva , Siddhartha Gautama , striding gracefully
and energetically now , moved like a roused lion towards the Bo tree .
There in the cool , soft light of the late afternoon, he met the
poor grasscutter Sotthiya who , awed , deeply inspired and shining in
the Bodhisattva's light , offered the future Buddha a gift of eight
bundles of freshly-cut grass to serve as his cushion and mat for this ,
the most deeply penetrating of all known zazen .
Then the future Buddha , spreading the grass on the earth at
the base of the tree , seated himself in the full lotus posture and
announced , "Though only my skin , sinews and bones remain , and my
blood and flesh dry up and wither away, yet never from this seat will
I stir until I have attained full Enlightenment .'' And pressing forward
once again he slowly , resolutely , turned every last bit of his energy
towards the one ultimate task of Self-realization .
Immediately , numerous visions rose around him , visions of
exquisite and shimmering beauty tempting him to return to his
former life of ease and pleasure , violent and terrifying visions
threatening him with all manner of horrible , painful and disgusting
experience should he continue so rashly to persist on his chosen
course . Suddenly , many dark voices began to sound in the air around
him too , proclaiming that such a willful and selfish neglect of the
manifold duties and responsibilities of king , husband , son and father,
in the search of some vague , unknown , unknowable Something , could
only produce a karma sure to bring him to a condition of utter
helplessness and untold suffering.
But the future Buddha remained unmoved , his mind profoundly composed and clear. Though Mara's three beautiful daughters
swayed before him , most tenderly offering endless rest , comfort and
bliss , and though Mara 's army of grotesque and fearsome demons
descended whirling upon him like a flock of hunger-maddened crows ,
they could find no trace at all of desire , hesitancy or fear within him.
They danced wildly all around him , alert for the slightest sign of
weakness - the gate by which they might enter the chambers of his
heart to destroy him at last. They tried everything in their efforts to
weaken his resolve and force their entrance upon him , in the end
hurling knives , clubs, spears, filth and burning mud .
But the future Buddha only continued on in deep sureness ,
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striving ever more fully toward the realization of his long-sought goal.
The beautiful women grew old . The deadly, hurled weapons
turned to bouquets of beautiful flowers which danced brightly in the
air and circled around him . The mud and filth had become the finest
of incense by the time it neared the place where he sat .
Then Mara , fearful that all was lost, grew desperate and , much
distressed in mind , at last himself approached the future Buddha.
Then , assuming the habit-voice of Gautama 's own innerness, he
began to question him , saying: " So , are you really so sure, 0
deserter of family and friends , that you are even now on the Path to
this supposed Goal , this dream of yours which has only brought you
ceaseless pain? For know that at this very moment while you still
linger here in selfish delusion , your family suffers terribly and
tearfully longs for your return-and it is you alone who can save them
from the awful misery into which they have fallen. So rise , Gautama,
rise! Shake off these chains of selfish sleep that bind you and go forth
to their rescue! ''
But the future Buddha did not rise , for well he knew that Truth
was now near, very near, and that Truth alone was the sole remedy,
the only rescue , the single true means of casting off all chains , both
his own and others ', once and for all .
And so Mara continued : "But what merit could you have after
willfully ignoring the cries of distress that sound ceaselessly all
around you? Re-enter the stream of life O Foolish One , now , while
some of your stock of merit yet remains to you , now, before you
exhaust your little pool of virtue in this foolish pursuit and are
trapped in your willful isolation, unable to be of aid to anyone for
lifetimes to come . Arise , now , 0 friend of the needy, and bring the
world Joy! "
But the future Buddha knew well that the joy he so yearned to
bring to all beings was not the fleeting , illusory pleasure of mere
material benefit , but rather the very real joy of Enlightenment itself,
the incomparable joy that ·a rises when one discovers for oneself that
from the very first all beings have always been whole and complete ;
that from the very first all beings have always, in truth , been
Buddhas , entirely free from the terrible sufferings of birth, old age ,
sickness and death. And until that Truth had been fully penetrated,
until that Joy had been made fully his own , he would not rise , he
would not return to the cities of man like some fraud, with nothing of
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true worth . No , he would not return without the precious ,
joy-bringing gift of Truth which he yet sought!
Then Mara went on . " Are you then really so sure , 0 You Who
Have So Recently Left Home , that you are actually worthy of the
atta inment of this Goal , of Enlightenment, the Supreme Enlightenment which ripens only to the most developed , the very greatest, the
very rarest of all men ? For know that while you still remained in
childish play among the women of the palace , real men have been
striving without cease toward the attainment of this end . How could
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you, having but so lately led the life of a spoiled and sheltered child ,
hope to surpass their very considerable attainments? How could you
compare yourself to them? How could you consider yourself to be
worthy of coming right now , at this very moment , to the realization of
the ultimate Goal? Consider it, Gautama-at this very instant are you
really ready for the highest , the very highest attainment of all? For
Enlightement ! Supreme Enlightenment!? ''
But the Buddha only touched the humble , ever-trodden earth ,
lightly with his right hand and asked the earth to witness for him .
And the earth replied with a hundred, a thousand, a hundred
thousand thousand voices-the voices of furrows and graves, the
voices of youth and age , the voices of man, woman and child; the
unheeded cries of beasts, the quick, unknown, silvery language of
fish, the sweet twinings of plants and the warm, grey crumblings of
stone. For all were one voice now, thundering, "He is worthy! There
is not one spot on this globe where he has not, through the course of
countless lifetimes, offered himself totally, selflessly, to the welfare of
all living beings and the attainment of full Enlightenment!''
And Mara ' s hosts fled , his daughters prostrating and asking
forgiveness , his war-elephant "Mount-Girded, " the murderous and
blundering vehicle of ego's prideful strength , crashing to the ground
at last, like a heap of stones in heartfelt obeisance to the slight form
of this man seated so quietly and intensely before him.
But the future Buddha only pressed on , endlessly on , arousing
deeper and deeper Practice without cease , without faltering, without
stopping anywhere , swallowing up the darkness with his own light,
until , with the dawn , his Mind rose clear and radiant and obvious as
the daybreak. And when he glanced at the morning star , he found
Enlightenment itself, crying out, " Wonder of wonders! Intrinsically
all living beings are Buddhas , endowed with wisdom and virtue!"
It was December 8th and he was thirty-five years of age . The
Path had been re-opened. He had broken through to what others as
yet only half-dreamed , making the Dharma once again accessible to
the exertions of men and devas . In the steadily rising morning light a
Supreme Buddha now sat beneath the suddenly blossoming tree.
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My heart is soft tonight
Oh please stay
Mosquito.

Children run away from their parents
Parents run away from Death
Come back! Come back!

Whodu r

The Re>i
All the

Opened the sutra
And
Closed it .

Are you there
Brother monk?
-Dead

Karma
Karma
Midnight train
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But wh
The me
Out!

Whodunit?
The Roshi!
All the cakes?

Laugh and cry
Soon you die
Wonder why?

Leave me
Alone
Winter

Great friend
Of crabs and oysters
Shakyamuni !

But where is she

The mother hen?
Out!
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The opening of the Great Jukai in which over three hundred
people participated .. ...... .
" I take my refuge in the Buddha, and resolve that with all
beings I will understand the Great Way whereby the Buddha seed
may forever thrive .
"I take my refuge in the Dharma, and resolve that with all
beings I will enter deeply into the sutra-treasure , whereby my wisdom
may grow to be as vast as the ocean.
"I take my refuge in the Sangha, and in its wisdom , example,
and never-failing help , and resolve that nothing will impede my
progress towards full enlightenment."
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The New Year's ceremonies have a special place in the
Buddhist calendar . It is traditional to prepare for the New Year by a
ritual cleansing and purification of the Zendo and altars, and a
cleansing of our own hearts and minds through confession and
repentance. The climax of these ceremonies is the candle lighting
ceremony , when each member lights a candle from the Roshi 's
lighted candle. Thus is passed the teaching from one to the other,
from life to life and from year to year . One flame but many candles .
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The ordination of Zenson and Bodhin (formerly Dane Gifford
and Peter Kjolhede) . During the ordination ceremony Roshi said ,
" The Sangha is being enriched immeasurably by the ordination of
Dane and Peter. They deserve your highest respect because in a real
way their lives and training will enhance your own . And your regard
and esteem will make it possible for them to carry on the high
mission in life which they have freely undertaken ."
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Back Copies of Zen Bow
A number of extra copies of the anniversary issue of Zen Bow
have been printed for those who wish to give a copy to family or
friends . The cost is $2 .00 per copy for members and $2 .25 for
non-members .
In addition a few back copies of Zen Bow are available which
readers may wish to obtain to complete their series . These sell to
members for $.75 and to non-members for $.90 .
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